Direct photon production, in √ sNN =200 GeV Au+Au and in √ sNN =2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collisions, are studied in a hydrodynamic model. Ideal hydrodynamic model, initialised to reproduce experimentally charged particle spectra in RHIC and LHC energy, also reproduces the PHENIX and ALICE measurements for the direct photon spectra in Au+Au collisions at RHIC and Pb+Pb collisions at LHC. The model however produces less elliptic flow than in experiment. Discrepancy between experiment and hydrodynamic simulation is comparatively less in Pb+Pb collisions at LHC than in Au+Au collisions at RHIC. We also studied direct photon correlation and determined the HBT radii. In 0-10%-50-60% collisions, HBT radii in Au+Au or in Pb+Pb collisions do not show large centrality dependence. Energy dependence of the HBT radii for direct photons is also not large.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent experiments in √ s N N =200 GeV Au+Au collisions at Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) [ [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , produced convincing evidences that in Au+Au collisions at RHIC and in Pb+Pb collisions at LHC, a deconfined medium or Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) is produced. Strong elliptic flow in non-central collisions is the key evidence to this understanding. Hydrodynamical analysis of experimental charged particles data , also suggests that in Au+Au and in Pb+Pb collisions, a collective medium, with viscosity to entropy ratio close to the AdS/CFT lower bound of viscosity, η/s ≥ 1/4π is produced [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Direct photons probe the early medium produced in a collision better than the charged hadrons. Hadrons, being strongly interacting, are emitted from the surface of the thermalised matter and carry information about the freeze-out surface only. They are unaware of the condition of the interior of the matter and can provide information about the deep interior only in an indirect way. In a hydrodynamic model, one fixes the initial conditions of the fluid such that the "experimental" freeze-out surface is correctly reproduced. In contrast to hadrons, photons, being weakly interacting, are emitted from whole volume of the matter. Throughout the evolution of the matter, photons are emitted. Conditions of the produced matter, at its deep interior, are better probed by the photons. Depending on the transverse momentum, direct photons can probe different aspects of heavy ion collisions. A thermalised medium of quarks and gluons, or of hadrons, can produce significant number of thermal photons. They are low p T photons (p T ≤ 3 GeV/c). Low p T * E-mail:akc@veccal.ernet.in photons can test whether or not, QGP is produced in the collisions. Hard photons (p T > 6 GeV/c) are of pQCD origin and test the pQCD models. Fast partons from 'jet' can interact with thermal partons of QGP and produce photons. At intermediate p T range, (3 ≤ p T ≤ 6 GeV/c), interaction jets with QGP could be an important source of direct photons [17] [18] .
Recently, ALICE collaboration measured direct photon production in 2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collision at LHC. [19] . p T spectra as well as elliptic flow in 0-40% collision was measured. Inverse slope parameter of an exponential fit to the low p T part of the spectra give a temperature T = 304 ± 51 MeV. Previously, PHENIX collaboration measured direct photon p T spectra and elliptic flow in √ s N N =200 GeV Au+Au collisions [20] [21] [22] [23] . In 0-20% Au+Au collisions, inverse slope parameter is only T = 220 ± 19 MeV, considerably lower than the slope parameter at LHC energy. In ideal hydrodynamic models, photon production in Au+Au collisions at RHIC energy has been studied extensively [24] [25] [26] . Recently, it was shown that direct photon production in √ s N N =2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collisions is also reproduced in a hydrodynamic model [27] . In the present paper, in ideal hydrodynamic model, we have analysed the direct photon spectra and elliptic flow in Pb+Pb collisions at LHC as well as in Au+Au collisions at RHIC. In some earlier publications [11] [12] [13] [14] , in hydrodynamical model, we have analysed the charged particles p T spectra and elliptic flow in √ s N N =200 GeV Au+Au and in √ s N N =2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collisions. To analyse the direct photon spectra in Au+Au and in Pb+Pb collisions, we initialise the fluid with similar initial conditions. It may be mentioned here that, though ideal hydrodynamic model explains a large part of the experimental data on charged particles, the best description to the data is obtained in dissipative hydrodynamics, with viscosity over entropy ratio close to the AdS/CFT conjectured value [15] [16], η/s ≥ 1/4π. In the following, results of our simulations for direct photons in ideal hydrodynamic model will be discussed in details. Briefly, both in √ s N N =200 GeV Au+Au collisions and in √ s N N =2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collisions, ideal hydrodynamical model simulations for direct photons, well reproduces the experimentally measured spectra. The elliptic flow data are however, underpredicted, more in Au+Au collisions than in Pb+Pb collisions. We have also simulated HBT correlation for two photons and extracted HBT radii, as a function of centrality. Even though, from RHIC to LHC, collision energy increases by a factor of ∼14, HBT radii for direct photons do not show large energy dependence. HBT radii for direct photons also do not show large centrality dependence.
II. HYDRODYNAMICAL MODEL FOR DIRECT PHOTON PRODUCTION
In a hydrodynamical model, the invariant distribution of direct photons is obtained by convoluting the photon production rate with space-time evolution of the fluid. Invariant distribution of direct photons can be obtained as,
where
is the direct photon production rate and d 4 x is the elementary fluid volume. Several authors have studied photon emission rate hot hadronic gas [28] [29] [30] . In the following we use the parametrised form given in [30] . Following processes are included, [34] . In [34] , photon emission rates from QGP are calculated in the leding order. We use the parametrised form given there.
As it was mentioned earlier, invariant photon yield is obtained by convoluting the elementary production rates over space-time evolution. Assuming that in Au+Au collisions at RHIC or in Pb+Pb collisions at LHC, a baryon free QGP fluid is produced, the space-time evolution of the fluid is obtained by solving the energy-momentum conservation equation,
ε, p and u in Eq.3 are the energy density, pressure and fluid velocity respectively. Assuming boost-invariance, Eqs.2 are solved in (τ = √ t 2 − z 2 , x, y, η s = 1 2 ln t+z t−z ) coordinates, with the code "'AZHYDRO-KOLKATA"', developed at the Cyclotron Centre, Kolkata. Details of the code can be found in [35] . Hydrodynamic equations (Eqs.2) are closed with an equation of state p = p(ε). Currently, there is consensus that the confinement-deconfinement transition is a cross over. The cross over or the pseudo critical temperature for the quark-hadron transition is T c ≈170 MeV [36] [37] [38] [39] . In the present study, we use an equation of state where the Wuppertal-Budapest [36, 38] lattice simulations for the deconfined phase is smoothly joined at T = T c = 174 MeV, with hadronic resonance gas EoS comprising of all the resonances below mass m res =2.5 GeV. Details of the EoS can be found in [13] .
Solution of partial differential equations (Eqs.2,3) requires initial conditions, e.g. transverse profile of the energy density (ε(x, y)), fluid velocity (v x (x, y), v y (x, y)) and shear stress tensor (π µν (x, y)) at the initial time τ i . A freeze-out temperature is also needed. Charged particles production in √ s N N =200 GeV Au+Au and in √ s N N 2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collisions have been analysed in hydrodynamic models [11] For simulating photon production, we then use the parameters listed in table.I. Initial transverse fluid velocity is assumed zero. The freeze-out temperature is assumed to be T F =110 MeV.
III. DIRECT PHOTONS IN
√ s NN =200 GEV AU+AU AND √ s NN =2.76 TEV PB+PB COLLISIONS A. Transverse momentum spectra PHENIX collaboration studied direct photon production in √ s N N =200 GeV Au+Au collisions [20] . PHENIX measurements for the transverse momentum distribution of direct photons in 0-10%-70-80% collision centralities are shown in Fig.1 . The solid lines in Fig.1 are hydrodynamical model simulations. Ideal hydrodynamic model reproduces the spectra reasonably well. In central and mid-central collisions (0-10%-40-50%), experimental data upto p T ≈3 GeV are reproduced. Data are however underpredicted at larger p T . It is understood. As it was discussed earlier, at larger p T photons, apart from the thermal photons, there are other sources, e.g. pQCD photons, jet photon etc. In more peripheral collisions, ideal hydrodynamic simulation reproduces experimental data in much more limited p T range. The result is not unexpected. In peripheral collisions, experimental data possibly demand dissipative effects like shear viscosity, and ideal hydrodynamic model fails to reproduce experimental charged particles spectra.
Recently ALICE collaboration published their measurements of direct photon [19] . Transverse a momentum spectrum of direct photons in 0-40% Pb+Pb collisions is shown in Fig.2 . 0-40% collisions approximately corresponds to impact parameter b=8.9 fm Pb+Pb collisions. The solid line in Fig.2 is the hydrodynamic simulation for photon spectra in b=8.9 fm Pb+Pb collisions. Direct photon yield upto p T =4 GeV are correctly reproduced. Good description of direct photon production in √ s N N =200 GeV Au+Au and √ s N N =2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collisions gave us confidence to predict for the photon yield as a function of collision centrality. In Fig.2 , hydrodynamic predictions for direct photons in 0-10%-70-80% in √ s N N =2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collisions are shown. Considering that in peripheral Au+Au collisions, hydrodynamic predictions underestimate photon production at large p T , the predictions given here may also underestimate photon production at p T > 3 GeV. As expected, in more peripheral collisions, inverse slope of the spectra decreases, indicating less fluid temperature. In several experiments, slope of the direct photon spectra is used to estimate the fluid temperature. In table.II, the inverse slope of the simulated spectra in the p T range 1-2 GeV, in Central fluid temperature is much larger than the inverse slope parameter. It is expected also, temperature obtained from spectra are in a sense averaged over evolution period and is smaller than the initial central temperature. Thus fluid can be produced at much higher temperature than estimated from the photon spectra. Elliptic flow is one of the most important observables in RHIC and LHC energy collisions. Since photons are continuously emitted from the fireball, elliptic flows of photon are more powerful than that of hadrons, which are emitted only from the freeze-out surface. PHENIX measurements [21] for elliptic flow in 0-20% and 20-40% Au+Au collisions are shown in Fig.3 . At low p T , v 2 increases, reaching a maxima around p T ∼ 2GeV , decreases thereafter. The solid lines in Fig.3 are the hydrodynamic model simulations. In Au+Au collisions, hydrodynamic model largely underpredict the data. The results are not unexpected. In an earlier simulation [25] , direct photon elliptic flow was simulated in Au+Au collisions. It was shown that even in very peripheral collision, hydrodynamical evolution generate very little flow. Recently, ALICE collaboration [8] published direct photon elliptic flow in 0-40% Pb+Pb collisions at √ s N N =2.76 TeV. The measurements are shown in Fig.4 . Experimental data has large error bars, still, qualitative behavior of direct photon elliptic flow in Pb+Pb collisions at LHC is similar to that in Au+Au collisions at RHIC. At low p T v 2 increase, reaching a maxima around p T ∼ 2GeV and then decreases at higher p T . In Fig.4 , hydrodynamic model simulation for v 2 is shown as the solid line. At low p T < 2GeV , hydrodynamic simulation marginally underestimate the experimental flow. Discrepancy between hydrodynamic model simulations and experimental elliptic flow is considerably less than that in Au+Au collisions at RHIC. At high p T however, model predict more flow than in experiment. In Fig.5 , hydrodynamic model simulations for direct photon flow in 10-20%, 20-30%, 30-40%, 40-50% and 50-60% Pb+Pb collisions at LHC are shown. They are shown here as a reference only. We expect that at low p T , p T ≤2 GeV, experimentally measured flows will be close to the simulated flows.
IV. PHOTON INTERFEREOMETRY
Hanbury-Brown-Twiss (HBT) interferometry is widely used in the analysis of heavy ion collision data to estimate the size of the particle emitting source. Spin averaged intensity correlation between two photons of momenta k 1 and k 2 , from a chaotic source can be expressed as [40] 
where q = k 1 − k 2 is the relative momentum and
is the average momentum. The emission function S(x, K) is the probability of emitting a photon from the source point x with momentum K. It is generally approximated by the rate of production of photon. The last equation is obtained with the 'smoothing approximation' that the emission function S(x, k) varies slowly over the momentum range where the correlator deviates from unity,
The correlation function C(q, K) is generally decomposed in terms of the outward, sideward, and longitudinal momentum differences; q out , q side and q long respectively. One can write the four-momentum of the i-th photon in-terms of transverse momentum k T , rapidity y, and azimuthal angle ψ as,
The three momentum differences are,
The main characteristic of the correlation function is the q-range over which it decays to 1. The corresponding half-widths of the correlator are called HBT radius parameters or HBT radii. In the absence of final state interactions, HBT radii are generally extracted by approximating the correlation function by a Gaussian source,
where, R out , R side and R long are respectively called, outward radius, sideward radius and longitudinal radius. We would like to note here that the HBT radii R out , R side or R long , do not give directly the size of the emission region, rather they corresponds to the homogeneous region from which it is most likely that photon pair with momentum K is emitted [40] . It is generally a small fraction of the total fireball size. Furthermore, HBT radii only measure certain combination of spatial and temporal width. Within some model approximations, R out and R long measure the emission size and duration of particle emission, R side measures the transverse size [40] . The ratio R out /R side then indicate the duration of the particle emission.
We have solved hydrodynamic equations with the assumption of boost-invariance. In a model with boostinvariance, one can not comment on the longitudinal correlation. In the following, we concentrate on the outward and sideward correlations only. We use a Monte-Carlo sampling programme to obtain the outward, and sideward correlation functions from Eq.4, for the direct photons in the transverse momentum range 0 ≤ k T ≤ 1 GeV. In the left panels (a)-(f) of large momentum transfer q out , the correlation function depart from the Gaussian shape, even then, the departure is small. In Au+Au collisions however, even in central and mid-central collisions, the correlation function deviate from the Gaussian shape. Width of the outward correlation function in √ s N N =200 GeV Au+Au collisions is also more than that in √ s N N =2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collisions.
In Fig.7 , simulation results obtained for the sideward correlation functions are shown. Sideward correlation is obtained for, 0 ≤ ψ 1 ≤ 2π, 0 ≤ ψ 2 ≤ 2π and imposing the condition that k T 1 = k T 2 = k T , 0 ≤ k T ≤ 1GeV , such that q out is identically zero. As it was for outward correlation, sideward correlation functions also depart more from the Gaussian shape in √ s N N =200 GeV Au+Au collisions than in √ s N N =2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collisions.
From the correlation functions, we have also calculated the HBT radii, R out and R side . Noting that the correlation functions depart from the Gaussian shape, we have defined the half width of the correlation function as the HBT radii,
side , where q * out is determined from the condition, 2[C(q, K) − 1] = 0.5 and similarly for q * side . Centrality dependence of HBT radii for direct photon emission is shown in Fig.8 . The top panel shows the outward radius in 0-10%-50-60% Au+Au and Pb+Pb collisions. Outward radius R out , both in Pb+Pb collisions at LHC and in Au+Au collisions at RHIC, do not show significant centrality dependence. The behavior is unlike that observed for the charged particles. HBT radii R out for the charged particles has been measured in √ s=200 GeV Au+Au collisions [44] [45] . R out for the charged particles shows significant centrality dependence, decreasing rapidly in peripheral collisions. R out for photons however do show some energy dependence. With the exception of very central 0-10% collisions R out is increased by 30-50% from RHIC to LHC energy. The result is not unexpected. R out measures emission size and duration of emission time. Emission time and duration supposed to be increased in LHC energy collision. However, we do note that while from RHIC to LHC, energy is increased by a factor of ∼14, R out in 10-20%-50-60% collisions is increased by ∼30-50% only. Energy dependence is not large.
Centrality dependence of HBT sideward radius R side in √ s N N =2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collisions and in √ s N N =200 GeV Au+Au collisions are shown in the middle panel of Fig.8 . In 0-10% -50-60% collision, R side also do not show significant centrality dependence. Here again, the behavior is unlike that observed for the charged particles, where R side rapidly decreases in peripheral collisions. R side is a measure of transverse size of the emission zone, and is expected to be more in Pb+Pb collisions at LHC than in Au+Au collisions at RHIC (transverse expansion is more in Pb+Pb collisions than in Au+Au collisions). However, in the simulations, in 0-10% and 10-20% collisions R side is more in Au+Au collisions than in Pb+Pb collisions. In more peripheral collisions however, as expected, R side is more in Pb+Pb collisions. Why in central 0-10% and 10-20% collisions, direct photons are emitted from reduced sized fireball is not understood.
It is mentioned earlier that within some model assumptions, the ratio R out /R side is a measure of the particle emission duration. The centrality dependence of the ratio in Pb+Pb collisions at LHC and in Au+Au collisions at RHIC is shown in the bottom panel of Fig.8 . The ratio is increased in Pb+Pb collisions at LHC. It appears that emission time for direct photons is increased in Pb+Pb collisions at LHC from that in Au+Au collisions at RHIC. However, the increase is not large, less than ∼50%. One also notes that the while in Pb+Pb collisions, the ratio is marginally larger than unity, in Au+Au collisions, it is close to unity. 
V. SUMMARY
To summarise, in ideal hydrodynamic model, we have simulated direct photon production in √ s N N =200 GeV Au+Au and in √ s N N =2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collisions. Ideal hydrodynamic model simulations for direct photons reasonably well explain the PHENIX data on experimental photon spectra in 0-10%-40-50% Au+Au collisions, upto p T ≈3 GeV. At higher p T model produces less photons than in experiment. In more peripheral collisions, experimental data are explained only upto p T =2 GeV. Ideal hydrodynamic model however produces less elliptic flow in Au+Au collisions than in experiment. Ideal hydrodynamic model simulations also explain the AL-ICE measurements for the direct photon spectra in 0-40% √ s N N =2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collisions. In Pb+Pb collisions also the ideal hydrodynamic simulations produces less flow than in experiment at low p T , p T ≤ 3GeV. However, the discrepancy between model simulations and experiment is much less than that in Au+Au collisions at RHIC. In higher p T , model produces more flow than in experiment.
We have also simulated for HBT correlations for direct photons, in Au+Au collisions at RHIC and Pb+Pb collisions at LHC. The correlation function was computed only for photons in the p T range 0-1 GeV. Outward and sideward radii, R out and R side was also extracted. Both in Au+Au and in Pb+Pb collision, in 0-10% -50-60% collisions, R out and R side , for direct photons, do not show appreciable centrality dependence. The result is at variance with the centrality dependence of HBT radii for charged particles, where HBT radii decrease rapidly in peripheral collisions. Outward and sideward radius R out and R side for direct photons shows marginal energy dependence. From RHIC to LHC, while the collision energy is increased by a factor of ∼14, R out , depending on the collision centrality, increases by 30-50%. In central 0-10% and 10-20% collisions, R side decreases by ∼10-20% as the collision energy is increased, and in peripheral 20-30%-50-60% collisions, R side is increased by ∼30-40%. The ratio R out /R side , which is considered as a measure of the emission time is increased by ∼10-45% from RHIC to LHC. Photons are emitted for longer duration in Pb+Pb collisions.
In the present simulations, dissipative effects like shear viscosity are neglected. However, from string theory motivated calculation [15] [16] , one understands that shear viscosity over entropy ratio has a lower bound, η/s ≥ 1/4π. Charged particle production in Au+Au collisions at RHIC and in Pb+Pb collisions at LHC is consistent with small viscous fluid evolution. Viscous effect on photons production was studied in [46] [47] [48] . As it is for the charged particles, viscosity enhances p T production and decrease the elliptic flow. As it is shown here, even in ideal hydrodynamic evolution, elliptic flow for photons is less than that in experiments. Agreement between experiment and simulations will further deteriorate if viscous effects are included. Indeed, it is mystery that for direct photons, ideal hydrodynamic simulations produced much less elliptic flow than in experiments. Evidently, further investigations are required to understand photon production in relativistic heavy ion collisions.
